Inclusion (N = 150)
Eligible candidates give informed consent

Baseline test
ScreeLing, shortened Token Test, spontaneous speech sample, Barthel, MAAS

Group A (N = 75)
Within two weeks after stroke, patients start with 4 weeks of CLT with BOX and/or FIKS, 7 hours per week, of which 2 hours with a SL- therapist.

Group B (N = 75)
Start of regular SLT is deferred 4 weeks after randomisation. During those 4 weeks no language therapy is allowed, only diagnostics and coaching.

Four week test
After four weeks of intensive CLT
Extensive test battery

Four week test
After four weeks of no SLT
Extensive test battery

Three month test
Extensive test battery

Three month test
Extensive test battery

Six month test
Extensive test battery

Six month test
Extensive test battery